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LONDON: A medical chatbot said to perform as
well as or even better than human doctors has
sparked a war of words in Britain, in a clash over
how much the cash-strapped public health service
should rely on artificial intelligence. AI company
Babylon, which is already working with the
National Health Service (NHS) claimed its chatbot
scored higher marks than real live doctors in
“robust tests”.

The British firm said it quizzed the AI using sam-
ple questions for trainee exams set by Britain’s
Royal College of General Practitioners (RCGP), the
professional body for family doctors. The pro-
grammed chatbot, a key feature of Babylon’s “GP at
Hand” app, scored 81 percent when sitting the test
for the first time, while the average pass mark over
the past five years for doctors was 72 percent,
according to the company.

Its founder Ali Parsa, who presented the findings
in London earlier this week, hailed the results as “a
landmark”. “(They) take humanity a significant step
closer to achieving a world where no one is denied
safe and accurate health advice,” he said in a state-
ment. Andrew Goddard, an NHS doctor and presi-
dent of the Royal College of Physicians (RCP),
which represents 34,000 doctors across the globe
and hosted the Babylon event unveiling the findings,
told the audience that Artificial Intelligence was
“the future”.

“How quickly we’ll get there I will wait and see-
medicine needs to get engaged with it,” he said.
But ahead of the London showcase, the RCGP
issued a stern rebuke of the company’s claims. “No
app or algorithm will be able to do what a GP
does,” said its vice-chair Martin Marshall .
“Computers are computers, and GPs are highly-
trained medical professionals: the two can’t be
compared and the former may support but will
never replace the latter.”

The organisation went on to question the sample
questions used by Babylon in its testing. In
response, the company called the RCGP “complete-
ly off the mark” and accused it of “misunderstand-
ing” facts. Mobasher Butt, Babylon’s medical direc-
tor, said the RCGP was “shoring up an outmoded
and financially self-interested status quo which
solely works to the benefit of a limited number of
partner GPs.”

Cutting costs 
Babylon says it is on a mission “to put an acces-

sible and affordable health service in the hands of
every person on earth”. It launched an app for
patients in Britain’s NHS in parts of London last
September that has more than 50,000 users. The
company also has more than 2 million members in
its healthcare service in the east African nation of
Rwanda.

It plans further rollouts around the world, and is
collaborating with tech giants Samsung and Tencent
to expand its app offerings. “I believe that we are
on the threshold of being able to do with healthcare
what Google, for instance, did with information,”
Parsa said. Noting two-thirds of healthcare costs
within the NHS go on salaries, he called on the
medical community to welcome AI.  “As long as we
don’t tackle our complete reliance on human beings
to deliver healthcare, we are not going to be able to
do so affordably.” But the RCGP said Babylon’s “GP
at Hand” app was “cherry-picking” patients, “leav-
ing traditional GP services to deal with the most
complex patients”. “The way it is being used risks
undermining and damaging traditional general
practice services,” it added. — AFP 

Cyberdoc puts UK
GPs on defensive

BALTIMORE: John Ryan is just one of the miracles to
emerge from the Johns Hopkins cancer unit in Baltimore.
An immunotherapy treatment-highly effective in a minority
of patients-saved his life after a lung cancer diagnosis. The
retired military nuclear reactor specialist will celebrate his
74th birthday in July, and his battle with cancer illustrates
the promises and failures of immunotherapy, a burgeoning
field in which the pharmaceutical industry is investing
heavily.

Ryan has been able to attend the graduations of three
of his children, and will take part in the wedding of one of
his daughters this summer-even though doctors expected
he had just 18 months to live in June 2013. “That’s exciting
stuff to be around for,” he said. But he knows of plenty
people who have not been so lucky. 

“In five years, I have lost a lot of dear friends.”
Immunotherapy is one of two major categories of drugs
against cancer. The best-known is chemotherapy, which
has been used for decades and aims to kill tumors but is so
toxic that it also attacks healthy cells, leading to major side
effects like weakness, pain, diarrhea, nausea and hair and
weight loss.

Ryan went through all that in 2013, and his tumor per-
sisted. Exhausted by chemo and wracked with pain, Ryan
was accepted into a last-ditch clinical trial using nivolumab
(brand name Opdivo) in late 2013. The drug was delivered
intravenously at the hospital, at first every two weeks, then
once a month. His tumor rapidly disappeared, and 104
injections later, the main side effect has been itching.
Recently, a mysterious mass appeared in his right lung. It
was treated with radiation. “They shot me with chemo, it
almost killed me. And now I have been sucking up
immunotherapy, and it’s been good. My quality of life has
been great,” said Ryan.

Relatively few patients 
Immunotherapy trains the body’s natural defenses-

immune cells, also known as T-cells-to detect and kill can-

cer cells, which otherwise can adapt and hide. Some
experts are cautious, having been disappointed numerous
times by other newfangled approaches to fighting cancer.
But many consider immunotherapy as a turning point.
More than 30 immunotherapy drugs are in development,
and 800 clinical trials are underway, according to Otis
Brawley, medical director of the American Cancer Society.

Ryan’s oncologist, Julie Brahmer, said she now starts
about a third of her lung cancer patients on immunother-
apy first, not chemo. It helps that the Baltimore facility
has numerous clinical trials under way, far more than the
average US hospital. Doctors are intrigued by the
unusually long remissions seen in a small number of
patients like Ryan. These success stories make up about
10 to 15 percent of patients, said William Nelson, direc-
tor of the Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center
at Johns Hopkins.

Normal remissions typically last a year and a half to
two years. Chemotherapy and radiation are still the most
dominant tools. But in recent years, a series of clinical tri-
als have shaken up the cancer world, showing it was pos-
sible to better treat and even cure some of the most diffi-
cult forms of cancer without resorting to the most toxic
techniques.

Personalized treatments 
A spectacular example concerns prostate cancer.

Researchers have found that recommendations of regular
screening had the opposite effect of what was intended:
too many tumors that would never have spread were were
being treated in operations. Regarding breast cancer, a
major study published in early June at the American
Society of Clinical Oncology conference showed that for
tens of thousands of women, surgery and hormone therapy
were enough to keep cancer away. Chemotherapy was
being given unnecessarily, they found, in a finding that sur-
prised the cancer community.

Meantime, genetic analyses are becoming ever more

common for tumors, allowing more precise and rapid
treatments for patients. Johns Hopkins has a genomic lab
specially designed to help doctors personalize patient
treatments, rather than basing treatment simply on the
location of the tumor. “At this point we have better and
better tools to say, ‘Yes, he needs to be treated, you
don’t,’” said Nelson. Some cancers, including brain cancer,
remain on the margin of these new treatments.

But for leukemia, breast, lung, cervical, colon and rectal

cancer, as well as the serious skin cancer known as
melanoma, immunotherapy and other personalized treat-
ments are making progress “slowly but surely,” said
Nelson. For oncologist Julie Brahmer’s part, she hopes that
one day, metastatic cancers-those that can spread to
points distant from the site of origin-will be treated like a
“chronic disease,” rather than a death sentence. John Ryan
has a simpler objective in mind. “My goal is to die of
something other than lung cancer,” he said. — AFP 

‘Slow but sure’ progress toward 
less toxic tools to fight cancer

Rising field which the pharmaceutical industry is investing heavily in 

Human lifespan 
may not have
peaked after all
TAMPA: Has the maximum lifespan for a human
already been reached? Maybe not, said a study of
Italian centenarians published Thursday found that
human longevity is slowly increasing. Scientists have
long debated whether or not the ultimate lifespan in
people has been attained. A 2016 study in the journal
Nature argued that it has, in 1997, when
Frenchwoman Jeanne Calmant died at the record-
breaking age of 122.

But the new findings in the journal Science point to
the possibility for extended human longevity, and that
our species’ lifespans may increase over time. Based
on data from more than 3,800 centenarians in Italy,
researchers found the risk of death slows, and even
plateaus, above age 105. “As we age, our health and
risks of death get worse faster and faster. But at
extreme ages, they stop getting worse,” said co-
author Kenneth Wachter, a professor of statistics at
the University of California, Berkeley.

“They don’t get better, but they stop getting
worse. They level out-it’s called a plateau,” he told
AFP. Researchers studied data on all inhabitants of
Italy aged 105 and older between 2009 and 2015 —
those born between 1896 and 1910, for a total of
3,836 documented cases, said the study. Focusing on
mortality among people born in the same years, over
time they found slight declines in mortality rate.

This suggests as time went on, people were living a
bit longer than those born in prior years. “The slow
but distinct improvements over time that we see in the
level of the plateau beyond age 105 give hope that a
fixed limit to lifespan is not currently in view,”
explained Wachter.

Socioeconomic factors and improved medical
care could be factors in the lengthening human lifes-
pan. But “similar mortality plateau patterns in
extreme age are observed in other species, hinting at
common structural and evolutionary explanations,”
said the report. — AFP

Revenge of 
a forgotten 
medical ‘genius’
VIENNA: It’s not an uncommon fate for a pioneering sci-
entist: languishing unrecognized in his time before dying in
obscurity. But as his 200th birthday approaches, the life-
saving work of a Hungarian obstetrician is finally getting
its due. Decades before Louis Pasteur won widespread
acceptance for the germ theory of disease, Ignac
Semmelweis was battling his peers to accept what is today
medical orthodoxy-doctors  should thoroughly disinfect
their hands before treating patients.

Born on July 1 1818, Semmelweis joined the obstetrics
department of Vienna’s general hospital in 1846 and was
immediately struck by the extremely high maternal mortal-
ity rate in the wing where student doctors  trained: it stood
at more than 10 percent, at times going up to almost 40
percent. By contrast, in the neighboring wing where mid-
wives trained, the rate stayed under the contemporary
average of three percent.

“This disparity troubled Semmelweis enormously and
he started a thorough epidemiological study,” says
Bernhard Kuenburg, president of Vienna’s Semmelweis
Foundation. In 1847, the penny dropped when a colleague
died of septicaemia after carrying out an autopsy:
Semmelweis surmised that dead bodies must hold invisible
but potentially deadly “particles”. “At the time, medical
students went directly from an autopsy to assist with a
labor without disinfecting their hands,” Kuenburg said.
With soap not being enough to fix the problem,

Semmelweis imposed a more rigorous regime of hand-
washing for five minutes with a harsh chlorinated lime
solution.  With this “very simple method” Semmelweis
slashed the mortality rate “to almost zero,” Kuenburg says.

Fiery disposition 
But instead of plaudits, Semmelweis suffered the wrath of

the grandees of Vienna’s medical fraternity and in 1849 his
contract was not renewed. “The self-estimation of the doc-
tors was very high back at this time. Of course they were
offended because they didn’t like the idea that they were
guilty of causing this terrible mortality rate,” Kuenburg says.
Moreover, it would still be a quarter of a century before
Pasteur was finally able to prove the existence of “microbes”.
Other doctors demanded evidence, according to Kuenburg.
“They said: ‘No, Mr Semmelweis cannot be right. He cannot
show us the pathogens so something is fishy with this theory.’”
And Semmelweis’s fiery disposition and lack of tact didn’t
help-he did not shrink from calling colleagues “killers”.
Towards the end of his life his mental health deteriorated and
he died in an asylum in 1865, at the age of 47.

100 deaths a day in the EU 
At the end of the 19th Century Semmelweis’s reputation

began to be rehabilitated after the discoveries of Pasteur,
Robert Koch and Alexandre Yersin bore out his theories.
In 1924 the French writer Louis-Ferdinand Celine dedicat-
ed a medical thesis to him and hailed him as a “genius”.
Today he is considered the father of modern theories of
hospital hygiene and sterilization. But even though disin-
fecting hands is accepted as common sense for medical
personnel, the practice still isn’t as systematic as it should
be, according to Professor Didier Pittet, infection control
expert at the World Health Organization (WHO).

Worldwide, the practice is only adhered to “in 50 per-
cent of cases on average, even though it can prevent 50 to

70 percent of hospital infections,” he told AFP. Some 3.2
million people are affected annually by hospital-acquired
infections within the EU, resulting in 100 deaths every day.
Pittet estimates the global figure for such deaths to be
between five and eight million year Hungary.

“Disinfecting the hands with an alcohol solution is
cheap and simple and has an immediate impact on infec-
tion rates,” including for multi-resistant organisms, Pittet
says. But despite this, “it’s an act which isn’t taken seri-
ously enough, notably by doctors themselves” Pittet says,
adding that some seem to think worrying about sterilizing
their hands is somehow beneath them. However, the
WHO’s “Clean Care is Safer Care” campaign, launched
together with 19,000 hospitals worldwide in order to
raise awareness of the importance of hand sterilization, is
starting to pay off. —AFP

VIENNA: Bernhard Kuenburg, president of the Semmelweis
Foundation, gestures during an interview in front of a com-
memorative plaque for pioneering scientist Ignaz Phillip
Semmelweis. — AFP 

BALTIMORE: Lab workers are seen in the Ludwig Center for Cancer Genetics and Therapeutics, at Johns Hopkins
Hospital. — AFP 

‘Flying brain’ blasts 
off on cargo ship 
toward space station
TAMPA: A ball-shaped artificial intelligence robot nicknamed
the “flying brain” because it is trained to follow and interact
with a German astronaut blasted off Friday toward the
International Space Station aboard SpaceX’s Dragon cargo
ship. A spare hand for the station’s robotic arm, an experi-
ment to measure plant stress and a study of a new cancer
treatment were also on board as the Falcon 9 rocket lifted off
from Cape Canaveral, Florida at 5:42 am (0942 GMT).

“We have ignition and liftoff! The Falcon 9 rocket pow-
ers the Dragon spacecraft toward the International Space
Station,” said a NASA commentator as the white rocket
fired its engines and lit up the skies on a dark, Florida
morning. The unmanned Dragon capsule carried 5,900
pounds (2,700 kilograms) on its 15th supply mission to the
orbiting lab, as part of a $1.6 billion contract with NASA.

Both the capsule and the rocket have flown before. The
Dragon sent cargo to space in 2016 and the Falcon blasted
off a NASA satellite two months ago. The California-based
aerospace company headed by Elon Musk is intent on re-
using rocket parts and spacecraft to lower the cost of
spaceflight. About 10 minutes into the flight, SpaceX con-
firmed that the Dragon had successfully deployed from the
rocket’s second stage and was in a “good orbit.” The cap-
sule is scheduled to reach the station on July 2.

‘Historic’ AI experiment 
A key piece of cargo is a basketball-sized device called

CIMON, or Crew Interactive MObile CompanioN. It has
been described as a “flying brain” by Manfred Jaumann,
head of microgravity payloads at Airbus. CIMON’s activa-
tion will mark “a historical moment,” becoming the first
robot of its kind to interact with people in space, said
Christian Karrasch, CIMON project manager at the
German Aerospace Center (DLR), during a NASA press
briefing Thursday.

CIMON has been trained to recognize the voice and
face of Alexander Gerst, 42, a geophysicist with the
European Space Agency. When Gerst calls to CIMON, the
floating robot will acoustically sense where Gerst is calling
from, orient itself that way, and zoom over. Hovering at the
astronauts’ eye level, its front camera can detect if the per-

son in front of it is indeed Gerst, or someone else. It is also
designed to interpret his emotional state.

CIMON will be powered by more than a dozen pro-
pellers to help it zip around and avoid bumping into things
inside the Columbus module of the space lab. “This is
designed to work in English. It understands Alexander,”
said Bret Greenstein, global vice president of Watson
Internet of Things Offerings at IBM. “It will come to him
when he speaks.” All six crew members at the orbiting
outpost can speak to CIMON, though it has been taught
to work best with Gerst.

The goal for this flight is mainly to demonstrate the
technology works. The robot should be able to guide
Gerst through various science procedures, showing videos
or pictures as needed. Gerst can also ask the robot ques-
tions beyond the simple procedure at hand. —AFP

OHIO: This NASA photo released June 25, 2018 shows
SpaceX’s Crew Dragon at NASA’s Plum Brook Station in
Ohio, undergoing testing in the In-Space Propulsion
Facility-the world’s only facility capable of testing full-
scale upper-stage launch vehicles and rocket engines
under simulated high-altitude conditions. —AFP 


